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INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a field of characteristic f2. It is, by now, a well-known 
theorem of Harder [4, p. 1861 that any quadratic space over the 
polynomial ring K[X] in one variable is extended from K and hence is 
decomposable. It is also known that quadratic spaces of ranks 62 and 
isotropic quadratic spaces of all ranks over K[X,,..., A’,] are extended 
from K for any rn and hence are again decomposable [8, Proposition 1.1; 5; 
111. However, if K admits of a quaternion division algebra, then there do 
exist indecomposable anisotropic quadratic spaces of ranks 3 and 4 over 
K[X, Y] [3, Sect. 63. Recently, indecomposable positive definite quadratic 
spaces of rank 4n over rW[X, Y] were constructed, for each n 3 1 [6], using 
a classification of these spaces in terms of linear algebraic data. These 
results motivate the following question: Let K be a field of characteristic 
22 which admits of an anisotropic quadratic space q of rank 3 3. Does 
there exist an indecomposable quadratic space over K[X, Y] whose reduc- 
tion modulo the variables is isometric to q? 
The aim of this paper is to answer this question in the affirmative. We in 
fact prove that if ( A1 ,..., A,, ) is an anisotropic quadratic space of rank 3 3 
over K, then there exist infinitely many inequivalent indecomposable 
quadratic spaces over K[X, Y] whose reductions modulo (A’, Y) are 
isometric to (i r ,..., i,). The idea of the proof is to start with rank 3 
indecomposable quadratic spaces and to build inductively higher rank 
spaces by the process of glueing. (For a construction of a rank 6 indecom- 
posable quadratic space over lR[X, Y] using a glueing technique, see [2, 
Sect. 31). The indecomposability is achieved thanks to the rigidity proper- 
ties of isometries of anisotropic spaces. 
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1. NOTATION 
Throughout this paper, we assume that 2 is invertible in all the rings 
considered. We denote a quadratic space over a ring R by q, suppressing 
the underlying projective module P(q) of the form q. We say that q is 
anisotropic if q(u) =O, VE P(q) + u =O. Let p be a nonzero divisor in R. 
Then we denote by qp the space q OR R,. We say that q, is a quadratic 
subspace of q if P(q, ) c P(q) and q / P(q, ) = q, is nonsingular. Let q be a 
quadratic space over R and q, a quadratic subspace of q,,. We say that q, is 
defined over R if there exists a quadratic subspace qO of q such that q, = 
(qO)p. Let q,, q2 be quadratic spaces over R and let cp: (q,),, + (q2)p be an 
isometry defined over R,. We say that cp is defined over R if cp = cpO@ 1, 
where cpo: q, +q2 is an isometry over R. For units i ,,..., 1, in R, 
(J.,,..., A,) denotes the quadratic form on R” represented by the diagonal 
matrix with respect to the standard basis. If q is a quadratic space over 
K[X, Y], K a field, throughout, we denote by 4 its reduction module Y. In 
view of Harder’s theorem, 4 is in fact isometric to a quadratic space over K. 
2. RIGIDITY OF ANISOTROPIC QUADRATIC SPACES OVER 
POLYNOMIAL EXTENSIONS 
LEMMA 2.1. Let R he a domain and let q, , q2 be quadratic spaces over 
R[ Y] such that q, I q2 is extendedfrom R and anisotropic. Then q, and qr 
are extended from R. 
Proof We may assume, in view of [l, 4.15.41 that R is local. Let the 
“bar” denote “modulo Y.” Since R is local, 4, r (i, ,..., A,,,), qr 7 
(p,,..., c(~), A,, P,E U(R). By hypothesis there exists an isometry 4: 
(4, I q2) OR R[Y] rq, I q2 such that &=identity. Let e, E P(q,) be such 
that q,(e,)=A,. Let $(e,@l)=(u,M:), uEP(q,), wEP(q,). Then q,(v)+ 
q2(w) = A, E U(R). Since q, 1 q2 is anisotropic, by [2, proof of Lemma 3.11, 
ql(v)E R and q*(w)E R. Thus q,(v)=q,(V), q2(w)=q2(W). Since 4 is iden- 
tity, .C, = (6, W) E P(q,) so that G = 0 and 6 = 5,. Since q2 is anisotropic, it 
follows that w=O and q,(z,) =A,. Let q’, (resp. S’,) denote the orthogonal 
complement of v (resp. e, ) in q, (resp. 4, ). Then d gives rise to an isometry 
(@, I q2) OR R[ Y] %q’, I q2. By induction on minimum (rank q,, 
rank q?), it follows that q’, and q2 are extended from R. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let S be an anisotropic quadratic space over R and let q, be 
a quadratic subspace of 4 OR R[Y]. Then q, =4, OR R[Y], the bar 
denoting module Y. 
Proof: Let 4 0 R R [ Y] = q, I q2. Since 4 is anisotropic, by Lemma 2.1, 
q, and q2 are extended from R. Let vi: q, + qi OR R[ Y], i= 1,2, be 
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isometries such that cpi=identity. Then cpII(pz: q@RR[Y]+ 
(4, 1 q2) OR R[ Y] = 4 OR R[ Y] is an isometry whose reduction modulo 
Y is identity. Since the inclusion 0 R(q) 4 O,, yl( 4 0 R R[ Y] ) is bijective (a 
generalisation of Lemma 2.2 of [lo] ), 4 being anisotropic, it follows that 
qol 1 cp,=identiy. Thus q, ‘4, @.R[Y]. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let R be a domain and p, h E R brith Rp + Rh = R. Let q be 
a quadratic space over R[ Y] which gets extended when p is inverted. Let q, 
be a quadratic subspace sf qh such that S, c q,, is defined over R. Then q, is 
defined over R. 
Proof: Let 4, = qoh, where q0 c 4 is a quadratic subspace. Let 7t: q, + 
4 OR Rp[ Y] be an isometry over Rp[ Y] such that 77 = identity. Let qr = 
+(qo O,tRPCYl). Th en q2 is a quadratic subspace of qp. The isometry rch: 
qph + ijph 0 R,,h Rph[ Yl maps (ql jP isomorphically onto nh( (9, JP 1, which, by 
Lemma 2.2, is equal to zh((ql)p) ORph R,,[ Y] = 4,, O,, R,,[ Y] (CA being 
identity) = qoPh 0 + R,dYl. Thus 71h1(q~,hO~,hRph[Yl)=(9,)P=(9?)h 
and hence q1 and q2 are defined over R[ Y]. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let R be a domain and p, h E R with Rp + Rh = R. Let q, , q2 
be an anisotropic quadratic spaces over R[ Y] which are extended when p is 
inverted. Let cp: ql,,%qlh be an isometry such that (p is defined over R. Then 
q~ is defined over R[ Y]. 
Proof Let rc,: q,, + jiP 0 R,> R,[ Y] be isometries, i = 1, 2, such that 7c, = 
identity. Then ~p-~‘:rr~, (PC’TC, ‘EO,+~).,(~, O.Rph[Y])=O,p,(yl,). 4, 
being anisotropic and its reduction modulo Y being identity. Hence 
- 1 
LI x2 :, q ': 71 ,- ’ = identity, so that q = XT ’ Iy (p 8:~ rc, is defined over R,,[.Y] 
Ts well as Rh[ Y] and hence is defined over R[ Y]. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let q be an indecomposable quadratic space over K[X, Y] 
and I. E K* such that q I (A) is anisotropic. Then the only quadratic sub- 
spaces of q I (I.) are q and (i). 
Proqf: Let q1 c q I (I.) be a quadratic subspace and let q I (3.) = 
q, Iq,. Let R=K[X, Y] and let P((l.))=R.e with (e,e)=/l. Let e= 
(v, w), VE P(q,), W’E P(qz). Since q, 1 q2 is anisotropic over K[X, Y] and 
q1(v)+q2(w)=AEK*, in view of [Z, proof of Lemma3.11, q,(v)EK, 
qZ(w)EK. Suppose u#O, w#O. Then q,(u)EK*, q2(u’)EK*, q,, q2 being 
anisotropic. Let q’, , q; denote the orthogonal complements of o and w in q, 
and q2, respectively, so that q, = (q,(v)) I q’,, q?= (q2(w)) I qi. Let 
(p) be the orthogonal complement of (II, ~1) in (ql(u)) I (qZ(w)). Then 
q = orthogonal complement of e in q I (A) = q; I q; I (,u), con- 
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tradicting the indecomposability of q. Thus u or uj is zero. Suppose, for 
instance, u = 0 so that e = w. Then q’, = q1 and q; must be zero, which 
implies that q2 = Re. Thus q = q1 and (A) = q2. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let q be an indecomposable quadratic space over K[X, Y]. 
Suppose q is extendedfrom 4 after inverting p E K[X]. Let h E K[X] be such 
that (h, p) = 1. Let 1 E K* be such that q 1 (A) is anisotropic. Let q,, q2 be 
quadratic spaces ouer K[X, Y] and let cp: (q I (A))h -+ (q, 1 qz)h be an 
isometry over KIXlh [ Y] such that (p is defined over K[X]. Then (p(qh) = 
(41)h or dqh) = (q2)h. 
ProoJ: The quadratic subspaces cP-l((qlh) and v-l((q2L,) of 
(q I (A)), are such that (P-‘((ql)h) and (pP’((qZ)h) are defined over 
K[X], since (p is defined over K[X]. By Lemma 2.2, there exist quadratic 
subspaces q3, q4 of ql (1.) such that (q3L=v-‘((q1hL (q41h= 
(pP1((q2)h). Since (q I (A)),,= (q3)h I (q4)h and since q3 I q4 is a non- 
singular quadratic subspace of q I (A), it follows that q I (A) = q3 I q4. 
BY Lemma 2.3, q = q3 or q= q4 so that dqh) = (ql h or dqh) = (q2L. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF INDECOMPOSABLE QUADRATIC SPACES 
Let pl,p2~K[X] be such that (p,,p?)=l. Let q,,q2 be indecom- 
posable quadratic spaces over K[X, Y] such that (qi),,$ is extended and 
qi = (/I, )...) &e-l), i= 1,2. Let &,EK* be such that (A ,,..., A,) is 
anisotropic. Let q12 be a quadratic space over K[X, Y] obtained by 
patching (qllp2 1 (1,) over K[Xl,,C Yl and (q21p, 1 CL > over 
KCXl,,C Yl by an isometry 0: (ql)pzp, 1 <J., > r (q2)p,p2 1 <A > over 
K[X],,,:[ Y] defined as follows. Let rick: qk 3 (%1,..., A,. ,) be an isometry 
over K[X],,[ Y] such that eck = identity, k = 1,2. Let $ E O,( (i1 ,..., A,) ) 
be an element such that $((A,)) # (A,). We set O= 
(n* 1 l)-‘+(n, 11). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The space q,* is indecomposable oaer K[X, Y]. If q, 
and q2 are such that OKLL.,Y,(q,) = (f 1) and OKC,y,Y,(q2) = ( f l), then 
~K~x..Y,(q12) = (Ik 1). 
Proof. Suppose q,2 = q1 I q2, ql, q2 quadratic spaces over K[X, Y]. 
Then there exist isometries 8,: q’ I q2rq1 I (L,) over K[XlP2[Y], 8,: 
q’ I q2rq2 I (I.,) over K[X],,[ Y] such that 6,o 8; ’ = 6 over 
KIXlplpZ[ Y]. Then 8,06;’ = 8= II/ so that 6, and 0, are defined over 
K[X]. Hence, by Lemma 2.6, t?;‘(q,) = q1 or q*. Suppose rank q’ = n - 1, 
rankq’= 1. Then O;‘(q,)=q’ and O;‘(q,)=q’ so that O,oO;‘((d,))= 
(A, ) and hence 6? 0 6; ‘( (2, ) ) = (A,, ) = $( (A, ) ), contradicting the choice 
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of $. This shows that q,* is indecomposable. Suppose UKCX, ,,,(q, ) = ( &- 1). 
Let 13 E GCX. r1h2). Then 8 is defined by isometries ‘p, : q, I (A,) r 
41 l(4) over ~CJA,,EYl, a: q? 1 (&>rq2 IO.,,) over ~[~l,,[Yl 
such that (p~‘o(pi=9. Then 8oCp,=@,otI, i.e., $~p,=~p,$ and hence cpl 
and (p2 are defined over K[X]. By Lemma 2.4, ‘p, and cpz are defined over 
KCX, Yl and Lemma 2.5 implies that ‘p;(q;)=q,, i= 1, 2. Since 
o,,,.,~l(qi)=(fl), (P~=(E,~&~), ~=(E~,E~), where E,EO,~~,~.,(~,), EWE 
~K~,~.Yl(qZ)r Ez,E4E~,Cx.,yl((&,)), Ed= +l, 1 Gi64. Since $(E,,E,)= 
(E~,E~)$, and $((&)l#(&,), it follows that &,=I or ci= -1, l<i<4. 
Thus ox.~x,y,(q,z) = (k 1). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let K he a field and (i, ,..., i,,) an anisotropic quadratic 
space over K, n 3 3. Then there exist infinitely many mutually inequivalent 
indecomposable quadratic spaces over K[ A’, Y] irhose reductions module 
(X, Y) are isometric to (k, ,..., I.,,). 
Proof We infact show that there exist an infinite sequence {P,),~, of 
polynomials in K[X] with (p,, p,) = 1, for i#j and quadratic spaces qi 
over K[X, Y] with OKCX., yl(q,) = ( f 1) (in particular indecomposable) such 
that q,(O, 0)r (n ,,..., A,,) and such that (ql)p, is extended for i 3 1. This 
would imply, in particular, that qi ~6 q, for i #j. For otherwise, if q, s q, for 
some pair (i, j), i # j, qi would be extended after inverting p, as well as p, 
and since (pi, p,) = 1, q1 would be extended [ 1, 4.15.4.1, contradicting the 
indecomposability of q,. 
We prove this by induction on n. Let (j”, , Ewz, je3) be an anisotropic 
quadratic space over K. We assume, by replacing this by a scalar multiple, 
that jU,/1z/13= 1. Then (1, A,, A,, E.3) is the norm from a quaternion 
division algebra H over K. Let c(, b E H be such that c(’ = - A,, fl’ = - /I,, 
c$ = - JX For 0~ K*, let P, be the projective module over H[X, Y] 
defined by the exact sequence 
O+P,+H[X, Y]‘-+H[X, Y]+O 
(l,o)-+X+Xe 
(0,1)-t r+p 
[7]. Let q. be the orthogonal complement of 1 in (EndHIX,,, P,, Nrd). 
Then qH is an indecomposable quadratic space of rank 3 over K[X, Y] 
whose reduction modulo (X, Y) is isometric to (A,, A2, A,) [3, Th. 4.91. In 
fact, OKC.Y, y,(qO) = ( h 1) ( a generalisation of Proposition 7.4 of [3]). Since 
P, is isomorphic to a left ideal of H[X, Y] which becomes principal when 
X’ + A,@ is inverted [9, p. 1431, q. is extended when X’ + A, 0’ is inverted. 
Let (0,) be a set of representatives in K* of K*/( f 1). Then the 
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polynomials (X2 + 2, f32} are distinct primes, in particular mutually 
coprime. 
Suppose the result is proved for n - 1. Let (i, ,..., n,) be an anisotropic 
quadratic space of rank n over K. By induction, there exist polynomials 
IPilibl in K[X] which are mutually coprime and indecomposable 
quadratic spaces qi over K[X, Y] such that qi = (I, ,..., I.,- I ) and qi is 
extended when p, is inverted, i > 1. (A priori, qi 2, ( i1 ,..., 2, ~, ) and we 
may replace qi by an isometric space 41. so that & = (i,,..., ,I, , ).) We 
define the quadratic space q. over K[X, Y], i # j as in Proposition 3.1. 
Then, qe is indecomposable, in fact 0 K~X, y1(4v) = + 1. We set 4: = q2, 1.2r 
and pi = pzip, . pzr. Then, by a localisation argument, it follows that q: is 
extended when pi is inverted and {pi.}, 2, are mutually coprime. We also 
have O,,x,yl(q:) = +1 and 4:~ (A, ,..., i,), and this completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
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